Aversive effects elicited by electrical stimulation of the inferior colliculus in normal and audiogenic seizure susceptible rats.
Trains of electrical stimulations were applied to the dorsal or ventral part of the inferior colliculus (IC) of audiogenic seizure susceptible rats from the AGSR strain. Threshold and duration of wild running (WR), were evaluated in the first experiment. All stimulation sites elicited WR, even in normal control rats. Stimulation of the IC of AGSR rats required a lower quantity of current, i.e., such brain sites were more sensitive to the current, than normal controls. The duration of post-stimulus WR was shorter in AGSR rats. Lower quantities of current applied to the ventral IC were needed to elicit WR than to the dorsal IC in AGSR rats. In a second experiment, using the same stimulations sites in the same rats, the emotional effect of the stimulation was tested through an instrumental learning procedure (switch-off paradigm) in which the rat was trained to press a bar to put an end to the stimulation. Both dorsal and ventral IC stimulation sites sustained switch-off behavior in AGSR rats, but only ventral IC stimulation sites sustained switch-off learning in control rats.